Division Word Problems

Directions: Solve the word problems relating to the situation below.

Sweet Stuff is a bakery that makes everything from scratch. Today, the baker is making oatmeal cookies, cupcakes, and scones.

1. The baker makes 106 oatmeal cookies and packages them into bags of 6. How many cookies will be left over?

2. Next, the baker made enough batter for 95 cupcakes. If the trays make 12 cupcakes at a time, how many trays will the baker need to bake all the cupcakes?

3. Finally, the baker makes scones with 3 blueberries on top of each scone. If the baker has a bag of 52 blueberries, how many scones can she make?
**ANSWER KEY**

1. The baker makes 106 oatmeal cookies and packages them into bags of 6. How many cookies will be left over? **4 cookies**

2. Next, the baker made enough batter for 95 cupcakes. If the trays make 12 cupcakes at a time, how many trays will the baker need to bake all the cupcakes? **8 trays**

3. Finally, the baker makes scones with 3 blueberries on top of each scone. If the baker has a bag of 52 blueberries, how many scones can she make? **17 scones**